The development of artificial intelligence technology that has occurred has allowed expert systems to be applied in detecting disease using programming languages. One in terms of providing information about a variety of disease problems that have recently been feared by Indonesian society, namely stroke. Expert system method used is dempster shafer and certainty factor method is used to analyze the comparison of both methods in stroke. Based on the analysis result, it is found that certainty factor is better than demster shafer and more accurate in handling the knowledge representation of stoke disease according to the symptoms of disease obtained from one hospital in medan city, uniqueness of algorithm that exist in both methods on examination and decision of the expert. While the schedule of practice of neurologist at Bhayangkara Hospital is on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday of the week. So the patient must wait for the day in accordance with the doctor's schedule at the hospital to get the services of a specialist neurologist in poly nerve Hospital Bhayangkara. Here the author will explain about the use of two methods used to draw conclusions from the table type of disease and symptoms. There are four types of diseases directed by K01, K02, ... KO4 and 30 symptoms addressed by G01, G02, ..., G030. Of the 30 symptoms compiled and 4 types of diseases are arranged as conclusions. This symptom is a knowledge base to make a conclusion into a goal. The following is a table of types of illnesses and symptoms [9] .
III. Result
Where the bell value (believe) is the value of weight inputted by the expert. Sample case study: A father has the following symptoms: G03 (Difficulty speaking); G04 (Paralysis and sensory deficit on right arm and leg); G011 (high blood pressure); G016 (Can not move limbs at all). The first characteristic is blurred vision, which is characteristic of a brief brain attack (K01), brain tissue death (K02), and spontaneous subarkhnoid haemorrhage (K03). The formula for calculating the new density using the formula :
To facilitate the calculation of the sub-assemblies brought into shape Table. The first column contains all the sets on the first characteristic with m_1 as the density function.
The first row contains all subsets of the second symptom with m_ (2) as a density function. Then we have to recalculate the new density values for each subset with the m_5 density function. As in the previous step, we compile the table with the first column containing the result set Table 1 . Density Function m_3 and m_ (4) Next is calculated the new density for combination (m_5): The fourth characteristic is that it can not move the limbs at all which is characteristic of the classification of Brain Death Network (K02). Here the author will again lift the example of the same case study that is a father who has symptoms of the disease as follows: G03 (Difficulty speaking); G04 (Paralysis and sensory deficit on the right arm and limb); G011 (high blood pressure); G016 (Can not move arms and legs at all).
CF [h, e] = MB [h, e] -MD [h, e]
To calculate the value of Dempster Shafer stroke is selected using the Measure of Belief (MB) and Measure of Disbelief (MD) values that have been determined on each symptom. To find the value of CF can be obtained from: MB value = 0.9808 -MD value = 0.21960448 = 0.76119552.Diagnosis Result: You are indicated by Death of Brain Disease (Thick Infarction), CF value: 0.76119552 Improvement of infant neonate infarction condition if lag time between attack and handling still less than three hours and immediately opening the blockage, then can still be expected optimal recovery in patient. In addition to this, efforts to reduce risk factors for the occurrence of infarct among other things, by maintaining the stability of blood pressure, maintaining the balance of weight badaa, as well as the stability of blood sugar and cholesterol levels by improving diet and not smoking.
IV. Conclusion
Based on the results of analysis of stroke diagnosis result between Dempster Shafer method with Certainty Factor method, it can be concluded, Dempster Shafer's method of diagnosing stroke in Medan City is better than Certainty Factor method. Level of accuracy of expert system diagnosis with Certainty Factor method is 80%, while expert system diagnosis result with Dempster Shafer method is 85%. the amount of Certainty Factor (CF) value generated from the Certainty Factor method and the density value generated from the Dempster Shafer method and the diagnosis result of each method determined by the number of matches between the input symptoms and the belief value of each symptom. The magnitude of the Certainty Factor (CF) value resulting from the Certainty Factor method of each possible illness is always between 0 and 1, with the highest Certainty Factor value being the strongest possible diagnosis of the disease.
